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IMAGE SKINCARE

HAND HYDRATION
PROTOCOL

Your hands have never been this clean—or this dry! You’ve been following the World Health Organization 

(WHO) guidelines for cleansing and sanitizing, but WHO is going to take care of your rough, dry hands? 

IMAGE Skincare, that’s who! 

First, gently buff and polish away that dry, dead skin with ORMEDIC® balancing gel polisher. Next, nourish 

and hydrate with a blend of six oils found in VITAL C hydrating facial oil. Lastly, restore softness and 

suppleness to your moisture-depleted hands with VITAL C hydrating hand and body lotion. 

THE LINEUP:

ORMEDIC balancing gel polisher: This gentle daily polisher uses pomegranate enzymes, olive pit 

powder and bamboo spheres to smooth away dullness and reveal newfound radiance. 

VITAL C hydrating facial oil: A blend of skin-conditioning argan, sea buckthorn and 

grape-seed oils deeply moisturize dry skin.

VITAL C hydrating hand and body lotion: Quench and revitalize skin with this ultra-rich, hydrating 

and moisturizing lotion featuring nutrient-rich oils and shea butter. 

THE EXPERIENCE:

1.  Cleanse: Wash your hands. Yes, again.

2.  Exfoliate: Squeeze a generous amount of ORMEDIC balancing gel polisher into your 

  palm and rub between both hands, including the backs of the hands and fingers, for 

  1 – 2 minutes. Rinse with tepid water until all product is removed and hands are soft 

  and smooth.  

3.  Restore: Apply 2 full droppers of VITAL C hydrating facial oil to hands and massage thoroughly  

  until all the nutrient-rich goodness is absorbed. Don’t forget your cuticles! If you have access to   

  warm steam towels at home, feel free to wrap both hands for 10 minutes while you relax (and take a  

  break from scrolling).

4.  Nourish: Squeeze a generous amount of VITAL C hydrating hand and body lotion into

  your hands and moisturize thoroughly, including wrists and forearms. 

Now that your hands are polished, smooth and soft, use them to find your next binge-worthy Netflix 

show, then grab a healthy snack and unwind.
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